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today I felt like um
gosh all week
the Lord had been giving me some real clarity
for us here in this region
um but really for the church worldwide
um about um
a title that
you know and
and I think this will make sense to you as soon as I
sort of get into it
but if I was to title it
which I'm not super big at doing um
it would be war in the heavens
and I feel like you all have been battling a lot
and you've been feeling that battle
and you've been like going
what is this
there is a battle raging and
and really Jesus is displaying himself as the warrior
he's coming to us
um he's come to us as the bride
groom in seasons where it's just gentle Jesus
and he's just nurturing and loving and kind
and all of that
and then there are seasons where he comes as the king
or the judge
and he comes not to take sides
but to take over
can you say men to that
and when he comes like that
you just move out of the way that's the
that's the Jesus on the White Horse that just goes
I'm coming and he's had enough of us pushing
um he's had enough of the enemy just going after us
he's had enough of the casualties of war
that are happening in your lives
that are happening in lives of people around the world



he's had enough of that kind of stuff
in every sphere of society
every mountain of society
and he's breaking in
he's stepping in
and I want to talk about that today
I want to go after what it's like to war in the heavens
and so um gosh
I don't have to tell you this
that there's a real battle
going on between light and darkness
it's happening all over the globe
you turn on the news for two seconds
and you see it
um gosh you can't go into a store without someone
manifesting on you
and it's just happening all over
it's like usually
it used to be where the enemy like to hide
and now he likes to be in plain sight
and so how do we navigate that
how do we make sure
that we understand what it means to walk in warfare
and I just want to discuss some of that today
you can't get too far into the book of Genesis
and then on into exodus
before you see that God was going to have his people
engage in battle
I mean that's just how it works
right out of the garden
there is a battle
I want the promise land obtained
and I'm gonna make sure you value it enough
to battle for it
because battle actually brings to value
what you're fighting for
doesn't it is
if it's not worth it
you won't fight for it if you don't value it
you're not gonna go after
and I'm not talking about for 15 seconds
in a prayer session
I'm talking about all the time
your whole life
the Bible says that the word of God tested
Joseph all the days of his life
so you can also look a little bit deeper into



the accounts in Genesis and exodus
where god immediately
as his people
start learning to engage in overcoming warfare
and you begin to see that all the nations
and the kings and the mindsets
that he had them go up against were actually spirits
or mindsets that we still are overcoming today
and each spirit
or represented nation back in the Old Testament
represented a lie against the Lord
for instance
all the ice in the land
that Joshua was called to overcome
and god was like
I want you to deal with these
I want you to annihilate them
I want you to show no mercy
I mean that's a god of war
and so I've studied this out for years
and all the eyes
there were seven of them
and each of them represented a spirit that I
as I mentioned
the church is still dealing with today and we're
we're praying over our families and friends
and we just gotta expose
these things to make sure that we're still fighting
the way that god wants us to fight
the Hittites
were the spirit of fear
they represented the spirit of fear
the the Jebusites
in the meaning of their name represented rejection
and the spirit of rejection that we still fight today
the HIV AIDS
they represent compromise
the Canaanites represent greed
the parasites represent false worship
and the religious spirit
Amorites represent humanism
and the gurgashites represent corruption
or earthbound thinking
the very name means to be molded from the clay
or of the clay
earthbound thinking
so what about learning to war over your call



as I mentioned earlier
learning to war over your call brings value to it
and so Paul told Timothy
and 1st Timothy 1:18 and 19
he says this
this I charge you and I commit to you
my son Timothy
according to the prophecies
previously made concerning you
that by them
you may wage good warfare
now hold on
Paul and the rest of the apostles
had spoken over Timothy
as he was young and growing up in Christ
so much so that he said hey listen
I want you to wage a good warfare
over the words that were spoken over you
I'll read it again
I I charge this charge
I commit to you
my son Timothy
according to the prophecies
previously made concerning you
stop right there
those are the words
and some of the uh
translations say
when we spoke over you
or prophesied over you in the presbytery
they would get together
and they began to speak over Timothy
and he says
listen that
by them what
what is them
by those words
that were spoken over you
use those words by them
use the words that were spoken over you
to wage good warfare
have you know that when you get a prophetic word
use it to wage good warfare
buy them wage a good warfare
over the words that were spoken over you
buy them wage a good warfare so in in in the kingdom
here's how it works



in God's economy
he's not gonna give you something that you won't need
so if you get a prophetic word
don't just sit there and go awesome
I'm gonna be amazing
you're gonna have to wage a good warfare
over those words
that word to you is the beginning
of learning to fight over that thing
you're gonna have to write it down
you're gonna have to remember what God has promised you
and you're gonna have to start going after it
thing out of your Kung fu grip
and you're not gonna let it happen
you're not gonna let it happen and the lord's like
come on and you're like Lord
take this warfare away and he's like
come on I actually created the giants
for you to grow in confidence
change your perspective
you're welcome
because without them
you won't grow in supernatural power and awareness
and value of your promise land
something's gonna happen to you along the way
while you're warring
and just like Israel was going to
have to learn to wage good warfare over their promise
land right now
you're waging
a good warfare over the words that God's given to you
over the promises that he's given you
and you're waging a good warfare
here's if you're not sure whether God's still a warrior
whether he likes to war
whether this is a part of his nature
Psalm 78 I'll start there
verse 65 says this
then the Lord awoke is if from asleep
like a warrior
overcome with wine
and he drove back his adversaries backward
some of the translations they
they don't just say
he drove his adversaries backward it says
and he smoked his adversaries on the backside come on
that's talking about your God



that's talking about your God
then the Lord awoke is it from asleep
like a warrior overcome with wine
he drove his adversaries backward and he put them
and he put on them in everlasting disgrace
I mean the Bible says that when Jesus came
he made a mockery over powers and principalities
he made a mockery of them
I mean does the Lord lead you into battle
or is it just the devil
come on we need to answer that question
should we send the mic around
does the Lord lead you into battle
or is it just the enemy let
me ask you this second question
who let Jesus into the wilderness to be tempted
yeah the Holy Spirit did that
that's what your Bible says
and the spirit of the Lord let him into the wilderness
to be tested
he's not being tested because he's gonna
be shown some things that he needs to improve on
that might happen
but he's gonna be tested to show the God in him
who is mighty
and he needs to see that
you need to see that
stop running from your giants
stop taking the easy way out
because we just stay in mature
and we just wonder why we're staying where we're at
and the lord's like
I put these guys in there for you
they are your lunch
that's weird
does the same Holy Spirit lead you into the wilderness
to be tested or to learn how to fight
he still does
absolutely absolutely
I know like me some of you are saying no pain no pain
you just don't want it
you don't like conflict
you don't like relational conflict
you don't like tension
you just were sort of made for that
and the lord's like
shaking everything that can be shaken right now



and what he wants to teach the body of Christ is
come on I need you to stand in a place
and it begins in your prayer life
it begins by
reminding god of the promises that he's given to you
and then getting to the point
where you can hear god start to say come on
let those words come out of your mouth
wage a good warfare
Timothy wage
you could wear for over those things
and you're saying father
you promised me
you promised my kids
you promised on my church
my region promised about the ecclesia worldwide
that you would do thus
and so you promised
and he's like come on
you're just getting started
oh God Bobby refused to be denied
get to a place where you refuse to be denied
get to a place
because if not
because the more that thermometer goes up
the more you're actually showing the Lord
how much you value
the promises that he's put inside of you
if you can take it or leave it
you'll leave it
you gotta apprehend those things
you gotta go after it
and you gotta be just as further in year 50
as you were on day one
men are always to pray and never give up
go after it
go after it
I I say this quite often
and I speak to you know
seniors who are 60 plusers
and they're like yep
just looking to pass on legacy and pass the man on down
I'm like don't you say that around me
that's not what you're doing
there is no retirement in the kingdom
there is no retirement
I think there's a refirement



but I don't think there's retirement
and instead of looking for some coat hook
to hang your mantle on
you should be saying to the younger generation
catch me if you can
catch me if you can
we need people who know how to war and know how to war
right know how to war healthily
and most of all
to know how to apprehend in war
I mean the best kind of war are the ones that you win
right I mean you gotta have a mindset for winning
Matthew 4 1
the Jesus was LED by the Holy Spirit
and the wilderness to be tempted by the devil
gosh I find that most Christians don't know how to war
and then they walk off shoulders rounded pistol God
they back off when there's a resistance
because they haven't been taught to fight
they don't wanna fight
and they wouldn't know how to locate their enemy
if they wanted to engage
so we mostly turn on each other then
and the true enemy goes undetected
let me say that again
so because we don't have a fight
we don't know where our enemy is
we mostly turn on each other
so the real enemy goes undetected
now this is what
one of the things that I love about Becky
is that she is considered a daughter of the revolution
because she has documentation of patriot ancestors
who fought for our independence
in the Revolutionary War
hundreds of Becky's family
I mean she's got them all listed out
hundreds of her family served our country
in just about every war since actually
I remember being glued to the TV during the golf war
her father was um
in charge of communications for the rear flank
for Desert Storm
and so we were glued to the TV
we lived in Sacramento
California and we were just like
oh Lord keep her dad safe



and we we just weren't
we weren't sure what was going on and um
I remember being glued to the TV
and our bombers are stealth bombers
would fly over Bagdad every night
and they were just laying heavy artillery
but the stealths were so
sophisticated that they never saw us coming
all the time
they never could see us coming
and so they begin to throw anti aircraft
uh into the sky
I don't know if you remember the pictures
I wanna show you a clip
and they would just throw anti aircraft
hoping to snag one of our planes
let's show that clip
the night sky over bag dad
they would just aimlessly
toss all these anti aircraft missiles into the sky
hoping to hit our bombers
but by the time anyone
of their missiles got into the air
our team was already miles away gone
look at that
hundreds of missiles hoping to hit
can you imagine
fighting your spiritual warfare like that
I don't know where my enemy is
I don't know where my enemy is
first Corinthians 9:26
Paul says therefore
I do not run like someone that's running aimlessly
and I do not fight like a boxer so as to beat the air
unaware of my enemy
it's important that you know your enemy
I mean how many of us can
identify the enemy that's coming against you right now
how many of you know know what it is
if it's discouragement
if it's pride if it's whatever it is
if it's one of the eyes
how many of you have identified that
and you're aware of the enemy
and what's coming against you in your season
raise your hand if that's you yeah
so not too many of us not too many of us know



what's going on and how to identify it
and you'll know the enemy
and the enemy that's coming against you by its fruit
I mean you'll feel what the enemy feels
you'll think his second heaven thoughts
cause that's his goal is not just to stay a far off
his goal is to attack you
and it usually begins in the thought life first
if it's insecurity
that you're fighting the spirit of insecurity
then you'll start getting critical
that's how it works
that's how in the second heavens we battle
insecurity is by pointing the finger
that's what that spirit is hoping to entice us to do
and it's super important that we understand how to
identify our enemy
and then when when the battle begins to hit and you
you sort of feel it and it's like shock
and on the enemy likes to come in shock and all
well in the military
they call it the fog of war
and that's what they're hoping to do is bring such a
shock and awe to the enemy
that they'll be such a fog of war
they won't know what's up or what's down
and our enemy uses that same tactic
his goal is to bring such confusion
that you couldn't find him if you wanted to
and in that fog
we're just going
I don't know what to do
I don't know what to do
and we do know what to do actually
the Bible's super clear about what to do
in every attack
and our ammo is simple
we begin by No. 1
calling upon the name of Jesus
but we identify what's going on
what is this that I'm feeling
what is this that I'm getting hit with call it
identify it
it's important
why is it important
because if you can identify it
then you'll catch the thief



and your Bible says if you catch the thief
you can make him pay 10 fold
but it starts by catching that thief
what is this
we don't wrestle against flesh and blood
so what's going on here
what's really going on
and why is the devil going undetected
the devil wants to stay undetected
and that's one of his biggest mos in warfare no
your enemy though
God is saying yes
you gotta know your God
and you gotta know that your God
is bigger than your enemy
but Paul also said
we're not ignorant of Satan's devices
we know where he's hitting us
well where is he hitting you well
what are you feeling
what are you thinking
what's coming against you
maybe it's through outside forces
maybe it's through people
whatever it is
if it's a spirit of poverty
identify it whatever
whatever it is
if it's an identity issue
as I mentioned the ice
you knew them because the Hittites brought fear
that spirit
the Jebusites release the spirit of rejection
the Hivites brought compromise
the Canaanites release the spirit of greed
the parasites release this religious spirit
and the false worship
Jesus dealt with that in his day
the Amorites release the humanism yeah
that's invading the church all over
the gurgazites
release corruption and earth bound thinking
second heaven revelation
just getting caught in that
and so maybe your experience of Christianity
like so many
has been like the Love Boat or like Fantasy Island



where your pastor and his assistant was like
Mister Roar can tattoo in a white suit just
knocking themselves out to make your fantasy happen
and maybe you didn't learn the war on your behalf
maybe you haven't Learned the war on your family's
behalf look around
you're in a war right now
you gonna have to learn to fight
you're gonna have to learn to fight for every promise
and you're gonna learn to have to show value
for the promises of God by fighting for them
God you said
and I will not be denied
go after it
no matter who's going after it around you
no matter who leaves
no matter who stays
and that all doesn't matter
God is saying
you grab that thing and do not let it go
and if you do
not only will you value your call
but you'll value the God who gave you that call I
remember when I first got saved at that time
Vineyard Music member
the Vineyard movement from southern cowl
gosh amazing movement
they were like the Bethel of today
their songs were just 2 Jesus
they were you are awesome
it's you just turned on a Vineyard song
and angels would show up and feed you grapes
it was just love relationship
let me let me see if you remember an old
an old Vineyard song from the 90s
anybody remember this one
out of that
if you were into it and you got winds of Worship 6
you would have known this
remember this anybody
come on wave your hands if you heard this one
Andy Park he was the man
all around
a whole movement around the world was just an intimate
relationship with the Lord
and I thought this is must be what heaven is like
and the Lord said one day yes



that's exactly what heaven is like
but it's also like this
play it Leilani
play
and then Morning Star came out of nowhere in the 90s
with Mister Don Potter leading the warrior spirit
we put on the full armor of god
with the helmet of salvation
and the breastplate of righteousness
come on it's a truth
to earn our lives
the shoes of the gospel of peace
we take up the shield of faith
and the sword of the spirit
doesn't that make you wanna war
we do all this to stand strong in the spirit
against the ways of the enemy
we will not be pushed back
in Jesus Holy name
glory to the most I got king of all the earth
I mean and if you went to that conference it was
it went from this posture or maybe this one to just
I mean it was crazy
just the intercessors came to the surface
they were tomahawking everything that moved
if you were in six feet of an intercessor
you were for sure gonna get tomahawked
I mean it was radical
and I was like
oh my goodness
how can heaven be so diverse
how can the kingdom of God and all of the saints
go from your way to
I have decided I'm gonna make a stand
and nothing's going to stand in my way
and the lord's going yes
this is also what heaven is full of
there is something to overcome
Jesus said if to him who overcomes
I will grant him authority to sit with me on my throne
and we're gonna have to learn to overcome
we're gonna have to learn to war for our husbands
war for our wives
I'm not talking about little shanamakama prayers
I'm talking about warring in the spirit
over the things that God has entrusted to you
you got a wayward kid



you better learn to war
you better learn to war
I'm not talking about praying cute prayers anymore
we still think church is mostly about us
we better learn to war
we better learn to war we better learn to war
Proverb 17:17 says this
a friend loves at all times
but a brother is born for adversity
you wanna know
the difference between friends and brothers
just get into war
a friend loves anytime
but a brother is born for adversity
you'll know those who step up with you
you'll know those who were born to step up with you
it's in times of war that those
relationships are decided upon
a friend loves it all times
but a brother is born for adversity
most people spend their Christian
experience trying to avoid conflict
when Jesus is the one
like William Wallace
seeks to pick fights all the time
do you know that Jesus
the one who you ask him where are you going
he's like I'm going to pick a fight
I mean like I said
people want just no conflict in church
clean quiet house
but Paul the Apostle said in 1st Corinthians 11:19
for doubtless there must be divisions among you
so that those who are approved
and have approved character
may clearly be recognized among you oh
well we don't want that
we don't want divisions
we don't want factions
we don't want
we don't want that
we just want to clean and quiet house
the Lord goes
no actually
they need to happen among you
because when they happen you'll see
the ones who have characterized to the surface



God says I'm okay with it
oh I thought we were putting out fires
he's like well
you can try to keep up with me
but I'm starting them right in front of you
we got a weird idea of church
we need to become warriors
we need to become the ones who step up for each other
and have each other's back at all times
Revelation 3:21 again
to the one who ever comes
I will grant to him to sit with me on my throne
as I also overcame and sat with my father on his throne
there's nothing like a fox hole to tell you who you are
and if your friends are friends or brothers
but where is the battle and how do you engage
I wanna read a scripture
and then get some inside as we close here
on exactly how to engage
open your bibles to Ephesians 6
Ephesians 6
we'll start at verse 10
and I'll read about eight verses
Ephesians 6
this would be super helpful for you
to meditate on in the next few months
and really get some new gold
and silver out of these verses
mind them and get some nuggets
Ephesian 6:10 through 18 finally
be strong in the Lord and in the power of his might
not my might
but his might
put on the full armor of god
so that you will be able to stand firm
against the schemes of the devil
for our struggle is not against flesh and blood
but against rulers
against powers
against world forces of this darkness
against the spiritual forces
of wickedness in the heavenly places
anybody believe we're at war right now
I mean you can't read that without
like knowing you are at war
I mean that's powerful
he say Verse 11 again



put on the full armor of god
so that you'll be able to stand firm
against the schemes of the devil
for our struggle is not against flesh and blood
but against rulers powers
world forces of darkness
spiritual forces of wickedness in the heavenly places
you're at battle you're at war
and that's exactly where the war is coming from clear
therefore anytime it's written in the Bible
therefore you better understand what is there for right
therefore take up
because we've got battle raging all around us
don't think you don't
don't think that
that confusion that's coming on you is just
you cause it's not
therefore take up the full armor of God
so that you would be able to resist the evil one
or some of the translations say
in the evil day
on the evil day
like when you get attacked
and having done everything
to stand firm
stand firm therefore
having belted your waist with truth
and having put on the breast plate of righteousness
having strapped on the feet
the preparation of the gospel of peace
in addition to all
taking up the shield of faith
with which you will be able to extinguish
all the flaming arrows of the Evil One
all the flaming arrows of the Evil One
do you get that picture
there are flaming
arrows being sent at you on a daily basis
and god wants you to cat all of them
not one of them to be uncut
that you will be able to extinguish all
the flaming arrows of the Evil One
and take the helmet of salvation
and the sword of the spirit
which is the word of god
with every prayer and request
pray at all times in the spirit



and with this in view
be alert with all perseverance and every request
with all saints right
we've got to be on alert
because Satan prowls around like a roaring lion
seeking whom he may devour
and so we've gotta be on alert
we've gotta know how to pray
we've gotta watch out that um
the things that were feeling
we don't just go oh
those are me
we don't just try to cast them off
we figure out what's going on
how how long's this thing been coming against me
I've been feeling it for a couple days now
start to recognize it
call it out and say
you get away from me and my family
be aware ask your wife
ask your kids
what are you guys facing
have conversations
instead of waiting until it's been 6 months
and one of you is so depressed
you couldn't even label it
that's too late
we wanna know these things
and we wanna
not get 10 arrows through and capture one of them
we wanna extinguish all of the flaming arrows
so we're gonna have to be aware
so is there anywhere in these verses that I just read
where Christianity is meant to be a picnic
second Corinthians 10 3
3 6 says for though we live in the world
we do not wage war as the world does
the weapons that we fight with are
not weapons of the world
they're not carnal
but on the contrary
they have divine power to demolish strong holds
the word stronghold actually means there
a house of thoughts
a house of thoughts
our weapons
demolish the house of thoughts



that's trying to set itself up against you
and all the Christians around you on a daily basis
then it goes on to even more pinpoint
what those house of thoughts like to do
and what we do against that house of thoughts
that stronghold
that tries to build a house of thought on the APEX
or on the very top of the mountain of your heart
it says here's what we do
we demolish arguments
everybody say demolish
demolish we don't talk to it
we don't sit there and pet it
we demolish arguments
and every pretense
or pretension or lofty thing or arrogance of the enemy
is some of the translations say
that sets itself up against the knowledge of God
so I'm weighing this house of thoughts
to the knowledge of God
what does the word say
and what am I experiencing
this thought is coming after me
this arrow this flaming arrow is coming after me
what does the Bible say
and I'm gonna make sure
that everything runs through the word of God
and if it doesn't line up with the word of God
I'm taking it captive
bottom line
we demolish arguments and every pretense
that sets itself up against the knowledge of god
and we take captive every thought
and we make it obedient to Christ I mean
that's every arrow
every thought
that's a lot of demolishing isn't it
how's that for a day
how how was your day honey
I demolished so many strongholds today it was red
it was awesome
I got to work and this guy was freaking out
he was manifesting
and I just went off and started
bringing down every stronghold
demolishing every pretense that sets itself up
it was a good day



we demolish arguments in every pretense that sets
itself up against the knowledge of god
we take every thought captive
and make it obedience to Christ
and here's the APEX
verse 6 and
we will be ready to punish every act of disobedience
once your be obedience is to complete
you will be ready to punish every act of disobedience
once your obedience is complete
that means the more you start growing
in doing it yourself
the more you'll grow an authority to take care of it
regionally or atmospherically at your work
did you catch that
you have more authority
if you start walking in obedience
than to make the atmosphere walk in obedience
verse 6 and we will be ready to punish every act of
disobedience once
our obedience is fulfilled or complete
so the more you grow in understanding these things
and when the lord's talking
that person come on
confront them
they're staying
they're saying stupid stuff
and the more that you go into that
and take care of that
the more you grow an authority to
is to punish disobedience in the spirit realm
cause that's where it's at
the more you're willing to take care of that stuff
you grow in authority
I can hardly go in any place in public right now
without without seeing someone manifest
so the enemy is gonna
sow those thoughts and try to gain footholds
and we must stop and identify and catch that thief
you should war on behalf of your house
on behalf of your kids
on behalf of the promises of god
on behalf of your region
on behalf of your nation
on behalf of your friends
the Bible says
on behalf of Jerusalem come on



over demonic
spirits that try to set up fortresses and strong
I like to just study
all kinds of people who've Learned to wage warfare
and she's just Catch Me If you can
all the way to the John Paul Jackson's who say
hey watch out
that you don't become a needless casualty of war
make sure you don't go up against
powers and principalities yourself
he says and just release the angels
like it says in Jude
send the angels to say
the Lord rebuke you
I mean learning how
to release the angelic is super huge in warfare
right I mean
we gotta know this
you can pray
you can say
I ain't partnering with that
neither are my kids
neither is my household
I'm not partnering with that and then
when you get up to dislodging actual principalities
send the angels
send the angelic
Hebrews 1 verse 14 says
are they not ministering spirits
sent to provide service for the sake of those
who inherit salvation
that's what the angels do
Psalm 1:03 verse 20
bless the Lord
you his angels
mighty in strength
you who perform his word
you who obey the voice of his word
that's what the angels do
they go perform his word
anytime you speak his word
not just your word
but his word
guess what the angels do
they go perform his word
because his word just came out of your mouth
you think you say the word amen



and to us amen means so be it
but to them it means let's go
that's the reality
send the angels
send the angels
you need to know what's in your tool belt
for the warfare
Joe 22:28 says
you will also decide a thing or decree a thing
and it will be established for you
and the light of God's favour will shine upon your ways
you decree it
you establish it
Joe 22:28 that same verse in the voice says this
that you will pronounce something to be
and I will make it so god says
one of the ways that he makes it so
is through angelic assistance
you will pronounce a thing and I will make it so
identify your enemy and start shouting the walls down
yes stand with me let's pray
so Lord we're probably gonna
say something and do something that we've never
maybe even done before
but first and foremost
thank you for the Giants that you have um
placed in front of us
we just want to thank you for those
are you brave enough to say that yes
thank you Lord
that you're teaching us how to war
you teach us how like kings of all
to put our foot on the neck of our enemy
to conquer and understand what it's like to be fierce
in battle for the right things
mostly for your word God our nation need you
but we need people who know how to war
the church need you
promises need you
our kids our grandkids need us to know how to war
God and father
we love what you release through all kinds of movements
throughout our history of being on this planet
as Christians
we honor those movements
the ones who've taught us to love you
to know you to see you



to experience you intimately
in those moments where you just say
stand and see the salvation
or that's powerful
and when you're saying that
that too is war
but there there are those moments when you show up
on that White Horse
with its nostril stretching from a breath of a valiant
moment in history
where you say it's time to fight
it's time to war
it's time for you to become strong
and stop getting taken out
by stronghold in the thought life
the greatest battle that you will ever fight
is not on some foreign battlefield
as much as we love that
and thank god for those men and women who've
been willing to fight
but the greatest battle that you will ever fight
is trusting your whole life to the Lord
and waging a warfare
so much so that you value
the promises that God's given to you
and to your lineage so much so
that you're willing to give your life for that
it's valiant to give your life for a nation
we celebrate the patriots
but I think it's even more valuable
to give your life for the calling and the mandate
that God's put on you
not just taking up a cause for someone else
what is God called you too
you gotta take that back
some of you have suffered a lot of shots
in the last couple decades
you're sitting here going
oh my goodness
I just need to like
hold tight till this thing blows over
and the Lord is like
you better not wait
you better not wait till it blows over
you better learn how to fight
and you better start in prayer and proclamation
and start again loud



start getting loud
start getting vocal
start going after it
start reminding yourself every morning
look in the mirror
and tell yourself who he's called you to be
we can't do this passively
you're calling too valuable
it's way too big for you
it requires supernatural proclamation
out of your own mouth on a daily basis
you must Timothy
you must wage a good warfare
over the words that were spoken over you
because there is a chance they won't come to pass
if you don't value them enough to fight for them
father I ask in Jesus name that you stir up
a mighty warrior spirit in every one of us
god I ask that you would get off of us the fog of war
the distraction of people
that we would start to fight where the battle really is
god that we'd know how to wage a good warfare
Lord that if there's anything less
than the best of what you've called us to
life and life abundantly
if there's anything less than that
then we should be warring
stir it up within us God
stir it up within us
I want grandmas and great grandmas
Kung fuing for their kids
God I want men to stand up for their wives
I want men to war for their bride
who's getting hit on a constant basis
I want men to look their bride
in the eyes this week and say
I will fight for you
oh my pride
I see you as valuable
I see the call that's on your life
and I will fight for you
and lastly
God's about to give the Ecclesia great victories
one after the other
it's now on the horizon
I prophesy it is now on the horizon
you will have to know what it's like to win



and then once you win that
you get right into the next battle
so the enemy does not have time to regroup
from your last strike
constantly going after it
constantly going after it
and the promise from God to you is
if you will give yourself to it
there will be a supernatural strength
that you will not wear out
your sandals will not wear out
your strength will not wear out
your region
your companies that you work for
your families depend on where we're about to go
and there will be a domino effect of back to back
victories that are about to happen
go go after this call
value it enough
and just know by you doing that you're worshiping God
telling him you value his call upon your life
can you say men to that
let's raise up let's raise up let's raise up


